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Chapter 2577

　　”Where to study?” Ruan Yan was curious.

　　There was silence over the phone for a while before Zhao Hongcai said, “The Department
of Film of Beijing University.”

　　Ruan Yan sighed, “That’s a good place, except for many actresses and movie stars, the
professors in it are all highly respected in the industry. It looks like she won’t stop until she
becomes a queen.”

　　”…”

　　Zhao Hong was full of powerlessness.

　　As Ruan Yan’s manager, she actually knows more. If the film department of Beijing
University hadn’t been admitted, ordinary people would not be eligible for further studies.
This time, the side agreed, and it was Ji’s willingness to invest in a library for Beijing Big over
there.

　　Ruan Yan has no such qualifications.

　　She really didn’t understand what was wrong with Tang Qin. First, it was plagiarism, and
then there was a personality problem, and her reputation was ruined. Before that, she
caused a lot of losses to the company because of the termination of the contract.

　　She was worthless for Ruan Yan, but she didn’t dare to say it, for fear that Ruan Yan
would be uncomfortable.

　　Ruan Yan said: “Sister Hong, I won’t let that period drama. I have seen it. The script is
very good. I need a serious drama to gain a firm foothold in the TV industry.”
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　　Zhao Hong has a headache: “Ruan Yan, the company’s It means that I intend to persuade
you to give it to Tang Qin, and then the company will have the resources to compensate
you.”

　　”I don’t need it, I want that one, and I won’t embarrass you. I’ll go to Ji Ziyuan and tell it
myself.”

　　Ruan Yan put down her phone.

　　A small smile flashed deep in his eyes.

　　She actually didn’t care that much about that TV series, but Tang Qin’s incident could just
make her a demon in front of Ji Ziyuan.

　　I can’t find an opportunity.

　　But before that, she had to go to the company.

　　…

　　The next day, Ruan Yan asked the assistant to postpone the work at hand and went to
the company.

　It happened to be Monday, and the company rarely had more people.

　　When Ruan Yan took the elevator up, she passed the pantry, where there were staff
chatting.

　　”Is Tang Qin really going to set up a studio?”

　　”Yes, her agent is already actively looking for employees.”

　　”Wow, Ruan Yan is much more popular than her, and she hasn’t set up a studio yet, tsk
tsk, Tang Qin This treatment… as expected of a woman who almost married President Ji.”

　　”Fortunately, I didn’t provoke her when she was down. You didn’t see her arrogant
appearance when she came to the company yesterday.”
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　　”Alas, This time, Mr. Ji spent a lot of money on a library and gave it to Beijing University
so that she could go to study and find the best resources for her, which can make people
envious. It is also with Mr. Ji and Ruan Yan. ……”

　　”Have you heard of it too?”

　　”Of course I heard it. It is said that President Ji went to the crew to visit Ruan Yan’s class
the day before yesterday, and the two were in the lounge, tsk tsk, Ruan Yan worked so hard
to get the benefits. Even Tang Qin can’t compare to one star, if I were Ruan Yan, I would be
pissed off.”

　　”…”

　　Ruan Yan quietly stood outside and listened.

　　Until the voice of the employee came from behind, “Sister Ruan Yan, why are you here
today?”

　　The employee in the pantry was startled when they heard the movement, their faces were
pale, and they dared not move.

　　No one expected that Ruan Yan would suddenly come to the company. It must be known
that Ruan Yan is now the most profitable person in the company, and can be firmly ranked
first in the entertainment industry in terms of topicality and exposure, but if she is not in
meetings, Rarely come to the company.

　　It’s over, how much did she hear just now.

　　They won’t be fired.

　　”I’m here to find President Du.” Ruan Yan took off her sunglasses, “Where’s President
Du?”
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　　”In the office.”

　　”Thank you.” Ruan Yan turned and left.

　　Several employees in the pantry came out tremblingly and asked their colleagues
outside, “How long has Ruan Yan been there?”

　　”I don’t know, I saw Sister Ruan Yan standing here when I came here.” The colleague
replied.

　　Several employees shivered, wishing to die on the spot.

　　…

　　in the president’s office.

　　When Ruan Yan went in, Tang Qin’s manager, Cai Manlin, was also there. Cai Manlin
smiled, “Take me to say thank you to President Ji, thanks to him.”

　　”Cough.” Du Xuan glared at Cai Manlin quickly, “Come on, I I’m busy.”

　　Cai Manlin turned around with a smile, and greeted Ruan Yan enthusiastically, “Ruan Yan,
why are you free today? I just happened to tell you that the period drama that the company
recommended to Zhao Hong last time, I have signed Tang Qin, thank you for giving Tang Qin
such a good opportunity, and I will invite you to dinner next time.”

　　”You’re welcome.”

　　Ruan Yan nodded lightly.

　　”It’s still our Ruan Yan magnanimity, yes, you are someone who has no shortage of
resources now, unlike our Tang Qin…”

　　”Man Lin, if you are so idle, why don’t you stay for dinner?” Du Xuanpi laughed without a
smile.

　　”I haven’t seen Ruan Yan for a long time, okay, let’s go.” Cai Manlin hooked her lips, waved
her hand and left.
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　　Du Xuan stood up and asked Ruan Yan, “Coffee or tea?”

　　”Coffee, isn’t it more suitable for my current mood?” Ruan Yan said with a sneer.

　　Du Xuan choked, “Ruan Yan, don’t worry, I will find you better resources without that
period drama. Have you heard of the undercover drama “Top Secret Battle”? I have already
contacted Director Zhang, he agreed with you to play the female lead.”

　　Ruan Yan smiled, “I have heard from actresses in the industry a long time ago that the
drama is a good drama, but it is a male-oriented drama. Any actress can do it.”

“Don’t say that, how many people dream of being able to play a role in such a good drama.”

　　Ruan Yan was too lazy to go around with him, “Since you think it’s so good, why don’t you
let Tang Qin go.”

　　Du Xuan: “…”

　　He really wanted to shit, the president was so dignified to sit like this.

　　But this kind of thing is not something he can call the shots, it is Ji Ziyuan who greeted
him.

　　He really wanted to fight Ji Ziyuan, why did he have to sleep with Ruan Yan, something
happened to him, Ji Ziyuan scum, it doesn’t matter, he is embarrassed, okay?

　　Seeing that he didn’t speak, Ruan Yan changed the topic, “Okay, let’s not talk about that
drama, Tang Qin wants to set up a studio, then I will also set up a studio, I am more popular
than her, why can’t I have an independent one? Studio.”

　　”Ruan Yan, the contracts you signed before are different.” Du Xuan said.

　　Ruan Yan understands, “I signed a contract that was squeezed to death. Her contract is
the one with the best treatment in the company, right? It can be changed flexibly, has more
freedom, and draws less commission.”

　　Du Xuan: “. ……”
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　　”Do you really think I’m easy to bully?” Ruan Yan Qingli’s little face was very cold.

　　Du Xuan raised his hands and surrendered, “Can you go to Ji Ziyuan? If you can convince
him, I will give you this position. Ruan Yan, I am not the largest shareholder of this
company.”

　　”I understand.”

　　Ruan Yan nodded, got up, and left.

　　Du Xuan called Ji Ziyuan with a headache.

　　”I have something to say, I still have an operation…”

　　Du Xuan said angrily: “Ruan Yan came to me just now, and the drama for Ruan Yan is now
given to Tang Qin, Ruan Yan is very Not happy, and clamoring to set up a studio.”
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